Worked examples of trade rule options
Attachment 1

Goulburn to Murray Trade Review

Purpose of the technical attachment
This technical attachment accompanies the consultation paper Changes to the Goulburn to Murray trade rule. The
consultation paper gives a broad overview of the issues and options for proposed changes to Goulburn to Murray
trade.
This technical attachment provides more details about the different options presented in the consultation paper,
including worked examples of how each trade rule option works over the water year under different scenarios.
These examples highlight the differences between the current option and the alternative proposed options and
what these differences mean for trade opportunities.

Combining trade rules with operational rules for the lower Goulburn
Victoria is making sure that new water management rules for the Goulburn system protect the environment and all
water users.
Recent years have shown that to ensure water trade and delivery arrangements for the Goulburn system protect
the environment and other water users two components are required:
• Operational limits which prescribe how much water can flow down the lower Goulburn. This rule needs to be
seasonal so that the risk of high flows over the summer and autumn period can be effectively managed.
• Trade rules which ensure that the volume of water that can be traded matches the volume that can be
sustainably delivered within operational limits.
The two components need to work together to prevent adverse impacts on river operations and the reliability of
entitlements.

Operational regimes for worked examples
The eight worked examples in this technical attachment describe how the current rule and each of the alternative
options presented in the consultation paper would work throughout the year.
Each trade rule option is combined with two different operational regimes:
• Maximum of 50 GL/month from the Goulburn inter-valley trade (IVT) account delivered for the months of
December to April,
• Maximum of 40 GL/month from the Goulburn IVT account delivered for the months of December to April.
The 50 GL/month regime reflects the Minister for Water’s interim operating regime for the lower Goulburn during
the 2019-20 water year, and the 40 GL/month regime is used to show the possible impact of a more restrictive
operating regime on trade opportunity.
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The Department of Environment, Land, Water and Planning is continuing to work closely with Goulburn Broken
Catchment Management Authority (CMA) and technical experts, to define long-term environmental thresholds for
flows in the lower Goulburn River.
Information about recommended operational limits will be published in coming months to support long-term
changes to how the Goulburn system is managed, and as an input to the Regulatory Impact Statement which will
be prepared for proposed trade rule changes later in 2020.
Outside of the environmental risk period over summer and early autumn, no limits are placed on the volume of
Goulburn IVT can be delivered.

Assumptions for worked examples
Seasonal conditions, river operations and water market behaviour all have an impact on the southern MurrayDarling Basin water market each year. Recent history shows that each year is different in terms of climatic
conditions, water availability and water user behaviour.
In this technical attachment, a set of prescribed assumptions are used so that different rules can be described
under a specific set of conditions to show how they work, and to be able to compare the differences between the
options.
The options are described over two consecutive years to show how trade and IVT deliveries in one year can have
an impact on subsequent years.

Assumptions for worked examples:
• 15 GL of water is in the IVT account at 1 July in the first example year (i.e. representing water that was not
delivered from the Goulburn IVT in the previous year),
• Seasonal determinations are equivalent to 2019-20 as of March 2020 (i.e. reaching 78 % on the Goulburn),
• Spring IVT delivery volumes are the equivalent to 2019-20 (40 GL delivered during spring months),
• The Snowy River contribution from the Goulburn IVT is equivalent to the start of 2019-20 (37 GL),
• All available trade opportunity from the Goulburn to the Murray is taken up by buyers and sellers,
• The MDBA river operators call out all possible Goulburn IVT over the summer period under the given
operating regime.
• Trade opportunity represents net trade – i.e. more trade from the Goulburn to the Murray could occur if water is
traded in the opposite direction from the Murray to the Goulburn (i.e. ‘back-trade’).
In reality, conditions can change rapidly, and this will impact on how the trade rule options work, and the net trade
opportunity from year to year.
In 2019-20 for example, there was a high demand for water from the Goulburn IVT account to meet downstream
needs in the lead-up to the peak summer irrigation season, but wetter and cooler conditions across the Basin in
mid-January to February meant that less Goulburn IVT water was delivered in February and March than was
expected.
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Quarantine of legacy commitments
The three potential options proposed for future Goulburn to Murray trade contain a ‘quarantine’ component for
legacy water commitments that contribute to the Goulburn IVT account each year. These legacy water
commitments are described in more detail in another attachment – Water Trade Rules and Inter Valley Trade
Accounts - available on the Victorian Water Register.
The legacy commitments from the Goulburn to the Murray can equal to up to 140 GL when seasonal
determinations reach 100% allocations for high reliability water shares in the Goulburn system.
In years with 100% allocations, this 140 GL is added to the Goulburn IVT account balance as allocations are made
throughout the season.
A quarantine for legacy commitments
Quarantining water delivery opportunity for the legacy water commitments at the beginning of the year is being
proposed to ensure that these historical arrangements are honoured and can flow to the Murray system each
year.
In Victoria, seasonal determinations against entitlements are announced via seasonal determinations that are
updated throughout the season as water becomes available.
The proposed quarantine component in these worked examples sets aside space for up to the full 140 GL to
be delivered from the Goulburn IVT account each year from July – the start of the water year:
i.

On 1 July, the volume from the Snowy contribution is added to the Goulburn IVT account
o

In these worked examples the Snowy contribution is assumed to be 37 GL based on 2019-20 but can reach a maximum of 40 GL in a year with 100% seasonal determinations.

ii.

On 1 July, a quarantine is reserved for an additional 100 GL which may be required if Goulburn
allocations for high reliability water shares reach 100%.

iii.

On 15 December the Northern Victorian Resource Manager updates the Seasonal Outlook. If
Goulburn allocations for high reliability water shares are not predicted to reach 100%, the full
quarantine will not be required, and an additional trade opportunity will be made available
o

In these worked examples, the same conditions as 2019-20 are assumed. On 15 Dec 2019,
the seasonal outlook was for allocations to reach 70% by the end of the season.

o

This creates an additional net trade opportunity of 30 GL from the quarantine mechanism in the
examples.

The worked examples show that the quarantine will ensure:
•

legacy water commitments can be delivered under the operating regime, and

•

when allocations are less than 100%, more water can be delivered without impacting the environment, so
additional trade can be made available.
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Current rule
The Goulburn to Murray trade rule governs how allocation can be traded between the Goulburn and the Murray
systems. The rule limits trade from the Goulburn, Broken, Campaspe and Loddon systems to the Murray system
(including interstate) when balance of the Goulburn IVT account is greater than 200 GL. All trade out is stopped when
the IVT account reaches 200 GL, including tagged water use and allocation trade.
In some cases, the balance of the IVT account can grow above 200 GL. This occurs when there is already a high
IVT balance and allocations are made to legacy water commitments held in the Goulburn system to support Murray
entitlements.
Under the current rule, the IVT account balance is drawn down when river operators deliver water from the account
to supply downstream users. Typically, river operators call on the release of water from the Goulburn IVT account in
spring, summer and early autumn when irrigation demands are high.
Prior to December 2019, there was no formal restriction on how much water could be delivered from the Goulburn
IVT account per month. This meant that in some years, it was possible to deliver large volumes of water from the IVT
account throughout the season, and large opportunities for allocation trade were available as the balance was drawn
down.
In Example 1 and Example 2, the current Goulburn to Murray trade rule is described, with an operational regime
which restricts the delivery of water from the IVT account during summer and early autumn.
Benefits
•

The ‘rolling’ IVT account means that when delivery of water from the Goulburn IVT account is possible, water
users can trade additional water without placing an unacceptably high risk on the reliability of other people’s
entitlements.

Risks
•

The IVT account can grow substantially above 200 GL during a season if allocation trade pushes the IVT
balance to 200 GL and allocations continue to be made to legacy water entitlements in the IVT account.

•

When coupled with an operational rule that limits summer and autumn deliveries, the ‘rolling’ IVT account
means that there is likely to regularly be a large debt of up to 200 GL of water owed from the Goulburn to the
Murray. This presents a challenge for river operators and may increase the risk of delivery shortfalls in the
Murray system.

•

In many years, a high volume of water will remain undelivered from the IVT account at the end of the water
year. This means there is a relatively high risk to resource availability for Murray entitlement holders in the
event that Lake Eildon spills while the IVT account balance is high at the end of a water year.

•

The combination of water undelivered from the IVT account and the end of the year, and early seasonal
allocations to legacy water commitments are likely to push the IVT balance above 200 GL, meaning that trade
opportunity can only become available later in the season once water from the IVT account is delivered.
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Example 1
Trade Rule Current Rule (Trade prevented when IVT exceeds 200 GL)
Operational Regime 50 GL/month Dec to Apr

Figure 1: Worked example of the current rule with an operational regime of 50 GL/month of IVT deliveries from Dec to April
(* Represents actual allocations to March 2020)

How it works
At 1 July
• There is 52 GL in the IVT account
– This is the total of 15 GL of water in the IVT account that was not delivered in the previous year PLUS 37 GL
for the Snowy contribution.
• An additional 37 GL is added to the IVT account because allocations against the 100 GL of legacy entitlements
from historic entitlement trade reach 37% by September.
• 111 GL of net trade occurs early in the season, before the IVT account balance reaches 200 GL and trade is
stopped.

In spring
• Seasonal determinations increase, and more water is added to the IVT account from allocations to legacy
entitlements.
• 40 GL of water is delivered downstream from the IVT account.
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• This allows for 24 GL of net trade to occur when the IVT balance falls below 200 GL.

In summer
• Seasonal determinations increase, and more water is added to the IVT account from allocations to legacy
entitlements.
• 250 GL of IVT deliveries are made from Dec to April under the 50 GL/month operational regime
• This allows for 225 GL of net trade to occur when the IVT balance falls below 200 GL.

At the end of the season
• Total net trade opportunity is 360 GL over the season, with trade opportunities arising regularly as deliveries of
water are made from the IVT account.
• Because all of this opportunity has been taken up, the IVT account balance finishes the year at 200 GL.

The following year
• If the same conditions occur in the following season, the net trade opportunity for the season reduces to 175 GL,
as the IVT balance at the start of the next year has increased to 200 GL, which means that no new annual trade
can occur until later in the season when IVT deliveries are made by river operators.
– With a starting IVT balance of 200 GL and the addition of allocations to legacy water commitments throughout
the season to the IVT account, trade opportunities in the second year are far more limited than in the example
year.
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Example 2
Trade Rule Current Rule (Trade prevented when IVT exceeds 200 GL)
Operational Regime 40 GL/month Dec to Apr

Figure 2: Worked example of the current rule with an operational regime of 40 GL/month of IVT deliveries from Dec to April
(* Represents actual allocations to March 2020)

How it works
At 1 July
• There is 52 GL in the IVT account
– This is the total of 15 GL of water in the IVT account that was not delivered in the previous year PLUS 37 GL
for the Snowy contribution.
• An additional 37 GL is added to the IVT account because allocations against the 100 GL of legacy entitlements
from historic entitlement trade reach 37% by September.
• 111 GL of net trade occurs early in the season, before the IVT account balance reaches 200 GL and trade is
stopped.

In spring
• Seasonal determinations increase, and more water is added to the IVT account from allocations to legacy
entitlements.
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• 40 GL of water is delivered downstream from the IVT account.
• This allows for 24 GL of net trade to occur when the IVT balance falls below 200 GL.

In summer
• Seasonal determinations increase, and more water is added to the IVT account from allocations to legacy
entitlements.
• 200 GL of IVT deliveries are made from Dec to April under the 50 GL/month operational regime.
• This allows for 175 GL of net trade to occur when the IVT balance falls below 200 GL.

At the end of the season
• Total net trade opportunity is 310 GL over the season, with trade opportunities arising regularly as deliveries of
water are made from the IVT account.
• Because all of the available opportunity has been taken up as water is delivered, the IVT account balance
finishes the year at 200 GL.

The following year
• If the same conditions occur in the following season, the net trade opportunity for the season reduces to 125 GL,
as the IVT balance at the start of the next year has increased to 200 GL, which means that no new annual trade
can occur until later in the season when IVT deliveries are made by river operators.
– With a starting IVT balance of 200 GL and the addition of allocations to legacy water commitments throughout
the season to the IVT account, trade opportunities in the second year are far more limited than in the example
year.
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Annual Cap
The Annual Cap rule sets a clear limit to the volume of water that can be traded out of the Goulburn system each
year:
•

The Annual Cap rule is set conservatively based on how much water can reliably be delivered each year under
the operating regime.
o

For the 50 GL operating regime used in Example 3, the cap would be set to 280 GL, based on 5 months
of IVT deliveries of up to 50 GL per month plus the long-term average for spring IVT deliveries of 30 GL.

o

For the 40 GL operating regime used in Example 4, the cap would be accordingly set to 230 GL.

•

The Annual Cap rule includes both the quarantine for legacy water commitments and net annual water trade.

•

All trade opportunity will be available from the start of each year on 1 July.

The only change to the trade opportunity during the season occurs if, on 15 December, the Northern Victorian
Resource Manager’s seasonal outlook indicates that seasonal determinations in the Goulburn system will not reach
100% with average inflows.
•

This can change the trade opportunity by freeing up the amount of space reserved through the quarantine for
legacy commitments (see pop-out box on page 3).

Under the Annual Cap rule, there is no ‘IVT limit’ of 200 GL like under the current rule, in which the balance of the
IVT account is used to stop trade.
However, the IVT account is still required to keep track of how much water is owed from the Goulburn to the Murray
system.
The balance of the IVT account grows early in the season as water is traded but can be reliably drawn down over
summer and autumn through deliveries of water from the IVT account.
Benefits
•

This is a simple and easy to understand rule that dictates a consistent amount of trade opportunity available at
the same time each year,

•

This consistent volume of water trade will make it easier for river operators to plan and run the Murray system,

•

In most years, the volume in the Goulburn IVT account at the end of the season will be low, reducing the risk to
resource availability for Murray entitlement holders in the event that Lake Eildon spills.

Risks
•

In wet years when less Goulburn IVT is needed to meet Murray system demands, the Annual Cap rule is likely
to allow more water to trade than river operators can deliver. This will:
o

make it difficult for river operators to draw down the Goulburn IVT account in those years,

o

cause the volume in the Goulburn IVT account to creep up in following years,

•

In some years, opportunities to deliver water from the IVT account in spring and/or late autumn will mean that it
could be possible for more trade and water delivery from the Goulburn to the Murray system. This means that
trade under the Annual Cap rule could be more restricted than is necessary.

•

As trade is more restricted and limited to certain points of the season, it is likely that there will be longer periods
of price separation between the Goulburn system and the Murray system. In the past, periods of restricted trade
from the Goulburn to the Murray have caused increased allocation prices in the Murray relative to the Goulburn.
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Example 3
Trade Rule Annual Cap of 280 GL
Operational Regime 50 GL/month Dec to Apr

Figure 3: Worked example of the Annual Cap rule with an operational regime of 50 GL/month of IVT deliveries from Dec to April
(* Represents the outlook on 15 December for end of season allocations)

How it works
At 1 July
• There is 52 GL in the IVT account
– This is the total of 15 GL of water in the IVT account that was not delivered in the previous year PLUS 37 GL
for the Snowy contribution.
• 100 GL of quarantine (in addition to the 37 GL of Snowy contribution) is set aside to ensure the legacy water
commitments can be delivered.
• 143 GL of net trade occurs early in the season, before the annual cap reaches 280 GL and trade is stopped.
– The annual cap is not affected by the IVT not delivered in the previous year (15 GL in this example) as this rule
is based on net trade out within each water year.
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In spring
• Seasonal determinations increase, and more water is added to the IVT account from allocations to legacy
entitlements.
• 40 GL of water is delivered downstream from the IVT account.
– No additional net trade opportunity arises because the annual trade cap has been reached.

In summer
• Seasonal determinations increase, and more water is added to the IVT account from allocations to legacy
entitlements.
• 250 GL of IVT deliveries are made from Dec to April under the 50 GL/month operational regime.
Quarantine update
• On 15 December the seasonal outlook for the Goulburn system indicates that determinations of high reliability
water entitlements are predicted to only reach 70% under average inflow conditions
– The volume required to be set aside as part of the quarantine (in case allocations reach 100%) reduces by
30 GL.
• This allows for 30 GL of additional net trade to occur before the annual cap reaches 280 GL and trade is
stopped.

At the end of the season
• Total net trade opportunity is 173 GL over the season, with trade opportunities arising early in the season when
trade opens, and in December due to the quarantine mechanism.
• Because the annual cap rule limits the amount that can be traded to what can be delivered, the IVT balance is
drawn down to 13 GL.

The following year
• The net trade opportunity for the following season is also 173 GL because the same annual cap applies, and any
water carried forward from the previous year in the IVT account does not affect the trade opportunity.
– Trade opportunities in the next year arise in July and December under the same conditions.
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Example 4
Trade Rule Annual Cap of 230 GL
Operational Regime 40 GL/month Dec to Apr

Figure 4: Worked example of the Annual Cap rule with an operational regime of 40 GL/month of IVT deliveries from Dec to April
(* Represents the outlook on 15 December for end of season allocations)

How it works
At 1 July
• There is 52 GL in the IVT account
– This is the total of 15 GL of water in the IVT account that was not delivered in the previous year PLUS 37 GL
for the Snowy contribution.
• 100 GL of quarantine is set aside (above the 37 GL of Snowy contributions) to ensure the legacy water
commitments can be delivered.
• 93 GL of net trade occurs early in the season, before the annual cap reaches 230 GL and trade is stopped.
– The annual cap is not affected by the IVT not delivered in the previous year (15 GL in this example) as this rule
is based on net trade out within each water year.
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In spring
• Seasonal determinations increase, and more water is added to the IVT account from allocations to legacy
entitlements.
• 40 GL of water is delivered downstream from the IVT account.
– No additional net trade opportunity arises because the annual cap has already been reached.

In summer
• Seasonal determinations increase, and more water is added to the IVT account from allocations to legacy
entitlements.
• 200 GL of IVT deliveries are made from Dec to April under the 40 GL/month operational regime
Quarantine update
• On 15 December the seasonal outlook for the Goulburn system indicates that determinations of high reliability
water entitlements are predicted to only reach 70% under average inflow conditions
– The volume required to be set aside as part of the quarantine (in case allocations reach 100%) reduces by
30 GL.
• This allows for 30 GL of additional net trade to occur before the annual cap reaches 230 GL and trade is
stopped.

At the end of the season
• Total net trade opportunity is 123 GL over the season, with trade opportunities arising early in the season when
trade opens, and in December due to the quarantine mechanism.
• Because the annual cap rule limits the amount that can be traded to what can be delivered, the IVT balance is
drawn down to 13 GL.

The following year
• The net trade opportunity for the following season is also 123 GL because the same annual cap applies.
– Trade opportunities in the next year arise in July and December under the same conditions.
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Dynamic Rule
The Dynamic Rule is a two-part rule. Each part governs trade for part of the year to reflect the different
opportunities to deliver water from the Goulburn IVT account without damaging the environment;
•

1 Jul to 30 Nov – A ‘rolling IVT’ limit is in place; this is like the current trade rule with trade stopped when the
IVT balance exceeds the designated limit.

•

1 Dec to 30 Jun – A ‘summer cap’ rule in place; this prevents further trade if it cannot be delivered that year.

The Dynamic Rule allows for trade opportunity to open up if and when water from the IVT account is delivered in
spring months, taking advantage of when seasonal conditions allow river operators deliver more water early in the
irrigation season without damaging the environment.
The designated limit for the rolling IVT component is determined by the operating regime, to prevent trade if the IVT
balance would exceed what can be delivered during summer and autumn.
From December, the net trade opportunity for the rest of the year is capped to the volume of water that can be
delivered under the operating regime. This allows the Goulburn IVT account to be drawn down towards the end of
the season.
Part 1 – Rolling IVT limit
The Rolling IVT limit part operates in a similar way to the current rule, with any water delivery from the Goulburn
IVT account opening up trade opportunity.
•

The Rolling IVT limit would be set based on the operating regime from Dec to Apr:

•

o

For the 50 GL operating regime used in Example 5, the Rolling IVT limit would be set to 250 GL, based
on 5 months of IVT deliveries of up to 50 GL per month.

o

For the 40 GL operating regime used in Example 6, the Rolling IVT limit would be set to 200 GL, based
on 5 months of IVT deliveries of up to 40 GL per month.

If the volume of water in the Goulburn IVT account reaches 250 GL in Example 5, or 200 GL in Example
6, no further trade could occur until water from the Goulburn IVT account is delivered.

Part 2 – Summer Cap
The Summer Cap part operates in a similar way to the rule described in Examples 3 and 4, with a set volume of
trade that can occur from December to July based on how much water can reliably be delivered for the rest of
the season under the operating regime.
•

The Summer Cap limit would be set based on the balance of the IVT account, and whether allocations to
legacy water entitlements in the Goulburn system are predicted to reach 100%.

•

When water from the Goulburn IVT account is delivered from December to June, it does not open up trade
opportunity and the account is drawn down.

Benefits
•

When seasonal conditions allow water from the Goulburn IVT account to be delivered in spring without causing
environmental damage, more trade opportunity is made available,

•

In most years, the volume in the Goulburn IVT account at the end of the season will be low, reducing the risk to
resource availability for Murray entitlement holders in the event that Lake Eildon spills.
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•

The Summer Cap prevents the Goulburn IVT account from continuing to grow beyond what can be delivered for
the rest of the season, reducing the risk of a large IVT balance and reducing the risk of delivery shortfalls in the
Murray System.

Risks
•

The Dynamic Rule has two parts that work differently and are affected by a range of seasonal conditions. This
may make it hard for water users to plan based on the expected availability of trade opportunity, and water users
will need good information about how the rules works.
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Example 5
Trade Rule Dynamic Rule
Operational Regime 50 GL/month Dec to Apr

Figure 5: Worked example of the Dynamic Rule with an operational regime of 50 GL/month of IVT deliveries from Dec to April
(* Represents the outlook on 15 December for end of season allocations)

How it works
At 1 July
• There is 52 GL in the IVT account
– This is the total of 15 GL of water in the IVT account that was not delivered in the previous year PLUS 37 GL
for the Snowy contribution.
• 100 GL of quarantine (in addition to the 37 GL of Snowy contribution) is set aside to ensure the legacy water
commitments can be delivered.
• 98 GL of net trade occurs early in the season, before the IVT account balance reaches the rolling IVT limit of
250 GL and trade is stopped.
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In spring
• Seasonal determinations increase, and more water is added to the IVT account from allocations to legacy
entitlements.
• 40 GL of water is delivered downstream from the IVT account.
• This allows for 40 GL of net trade to occur when the IVT balance falls below the rolling IVT limit of 250 GL.

In summer
• Seasonal determinations increase, and more water is added to the IVT account from allocations to legacy
entitlements.
• On 1 December, the summer cap component of the rule comes into effect, limiting additional net trade
opportunities to what can be delivered for the rest of the season.
– The summer cap is set at 250 GL, based on the operating regime of 50 GL/month
– As the IVT account balance is already at 250 GL, no additional net trade can occur at this time.
• 250 GL of IVT deliveries are made from Dec to April under the 50 GL/month operational regime
Quarantine update
• On 15 December the seasonal outlook for the Goulburn system indicates that determinations of high reliability
water entitlements are predicted to only reach 70% under average inflow conditions
– The volume required to be set aside as part of the quarantine (in case allocations reach 100%) reduces by
30 GL.
• This allows for 30 GL of additional net trade to occur before the summer cap reaches 250 GL and trade is
stopped

At the end of the season
• Total net trade opportunity is 168 GL over the season, with trade opportunities arising early in the season when
trade opens, in spring, and in December due to the quarantine mechanism.
• Because the summer cap component limits the amount that can be traded to what can be delivered, the IVT
balance is drawn down to 8 GL.

The following year
• The net trade opportunity for the following season is 175 GL because the same annual cap applies, and any
water carried forward from the previous year in the IVT account does not affect the trade opportunity.
– With a starting IVT balance of 8 GL, trade opportunities in the second year are very similar to the example year
with an additional 7 GL of trade opportunity due to the lower opening balance of the IVT account in the second
year.
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Example 6
Trade Rule Dynamic Rule
Operational Regime 40 GL/month Dec to Apr

Figure 6: Worked example of the Dynamic Rule with an operational regime of 40 GL/month of IVT deliveries from Dec to April
(* Represents the outlook on 15 December for end of season allocations)

How it works
At 1 July
• There is 52 GL in the IVT account
– This is the total of 15 GL of water in the IVT account that was not delivered in the previous year PLUS 37 GL
for the Snowy contribution.
• 100 GL of quarantine (in addition to the 37 GL of Snowy contribution) is set aside to ensure the legacy water
commitments can be delivered.
• 48 GL of net trade occurs early in the season, before the IVT account balance reaches the rolling IVT limit of
200 GL and trade is stopped.
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In spring
• Seasonal determinations increase, and more water is added to the IVT account from allocations to legacy
entitlements.
• 40 GL of water is delivered downstream from the IVT account.
• This allows for 40 GL of net trade to occur when the IVT balance falls below the rolling IVT limit of 200 GL.

In summer
• Seasonal determinations increase, and more water is added to the IVT account from allocations to legacy
entitlements.
• On 1 December, the summer cap component of the rule comes into effect, limiting additional net trade
opportunities to what can be delivered for the rest of the season.
– The summer cap is set at 200 GL, based on the operating regime of 40 GL/month
– As the IVT account balance is already at 200 GL, no additional net trade can occur at this time.
• 200 GL of IVT deliveries are made from Dec to April under the 50 GL/month operational regime
Quarantine update
• On 15 December the seasonal outlook for the Goulburn system indicates that determinations of high reliability
water entitlements are predicted to only reach 70% under average inflow conditions
– The volume required to be set aside as part of the quarantine (in case allocations reach 100%) reduces by
30 GL.
• This allows for 30 GL of additional net trade to occur before the summer cap reaches 200 GL and trade is
stopped

At the end of the season
• Total net trade opportunity is 118 GL over the season, with trade opportunities arising early in the season when
trade opens, in spring, and in December due to the quarantine mechanism.
• Because the summer cap component limits the amount that can be traded to what can be delivered, the IVT
balance is drawn down to 8 GL.

The following year
• The net trade opportunity for the following season is 125 GL because the same annual cap applies, and any
water carried forward from the previous year in the IVT account does not affect the trade opportunity.
– With a starting IVT balance of 8 GL, trade opportunities in the second year are very similar to the example year
with an additional 7 GL of trade opportunity due to the lower opening balance of the IVT account in the second
year.
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Seasonal Rule
The Seasonal Rule is also a two-part rule. Each part reflects the different opportunities to deliver water from the
Goulburn IVT account without damaging the environment.
The Seasonal Rule has an annual cap in place all year round to manage allocation trade, but with an additional rule
that allows unrestricted tagged use up until 30 November:
•

1 Jul to 30 Jun – ‘Annual Cap’ rule in place

•

1 Jul to 30 Nov – ‘Additional Tagged Use’ rule in place

The Seasonal Rule includes the certainty of the annual cap for annual trade opportunities but provides more flexibility
by providing an additional opportunity for tagged water use in winter and spring - when more water can be delivered
without environmental damage.
Because the Goulburn IVT account is credited at the time when tagged water is used, river operators can more
closely match their delivery of water from the Goulburn IVT account to meet demands.
This means that people that use water before summer will be able to access traded water from the Goulburn
system through tagged accounts because the delivery of this water can occur before the environmental risk period
for the lower Goulburn from December to April.

Tagged water use
Tagged water use is a way of using water from one system in another through a different administrative
arrangement to allocation trade.
For Goulburn to Murray trade, a Goulburn water allocation or water share is tagged for use in the Murray, and
when a trade opportunity exists, the user in the Murray can use water from the tagged account.
The key point about tagged water use for this rule is that the ‘trade’ of water under a tagged arrangement occurs
at the time when tagged water is used.
If the water is not used, it remains Goulburn system water and is not owed to the Murray system through the
Goulburn IVT.
More information about tagged water use and the rules for tagged water use in Victoria can be found at
https://waterregister.vic.gov.au/water-trading/trading-rules
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Part 1 – Annual Cap
Like the Annual Cap rule described in Example 3 and Example 4, the cap under the Seasonal Rule sets a clear
limit to the volume of water that can be traded out of the Goulburn system each year:
•

The cap volume will be set on the basis of how much water can reliably be delivered each year under the
operating regime from Dec to Apr:

•

o

For the 50 GL operating regime in Example 7, the cap would be a maximum of at 250 GL

o

For the 40 GL operating regime in Example 8, the cap would be a maximum at 200 GL

The cap volume for each year will be the maximum value above minus the opening IVT balance
o

•

This is to ensure the IVT balance does not increase each year, as the spring delivery period is reserved
for delivering water from tagged use.

The annual cap includes both the quarantine for legacy water commitments and net annual water trade.

Part 2 – Additional Tagged Use
The Additional Tagged Use part of the Seasonal Rule allows for ‘unrestricted’ tagged water use from 1 July to
30 November each year.
Users with Goulburn allocations or water shares that are tagged for use in the Murray can use water from the
Goulburn system, and river operators would release the equivalent volume of total tagged use from the
Goulburn IVT account the following month.
The additional tagged use would only be available up to 30 November, when the Annual Cap part of the rule
would then limit the total volume of trade for the remainder of the season, including both allocation trade and
tagged water use after December.
Benefits
•

Allowing additional tagged water use in late autumn, winter and spring means that more water can be traded and
delivered without causing environmental damage,

•

Allowing additional tagging in the low risk period means that river operators can more closely match the release
of water from the Goulburn IVT account to downstream demands,

•

In most years, the volume in the Goulburn IVT account at the end of the season will be low, reducing the risk to
resource availability for Murray entitlement holders in the event that Lake Eildon spills,

•

The Annual Cap component of the rule prevents the Goulburn IVT account from growing beyond what can be
delivered, reducing the risk of a large IVT balance and reducing the risk of delivery shortfalls in the Murray
System.

Risks
•

The rule relies on the river operator being able to meet tagged water use demands through water delivery from
the Goulburn IVT account at the time. This may be challenging to perform efficiently under some seasonal
conditions,

•

It can take approximately three weeks for water released from Lake Eildon to reach the lower Murray region, this
means although demands and IVT account water released can be more closely matched, there will always be a
delay which river operators would need to manage,

•

The rule is more complicated than a single rule that applies to all forms of trade, and to take up the opportunity
for additional tagged water use from the Goulburn in the low risk months for the environment, water users will
need to have, or set up new tagged water use arrangements.
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Example 7
Trade Rule Seasonal Rule
Operational Regime 50 GL/month Dec to Apr

Figure 7: Worked example of the Seasonal Rule with an operational regime of 50 GL/month of IVT deliveries from Dec to April
(* Represents the outlook on 15 December for end of season allocations)

How it works
At 1 July
• There is 52 GL in the IVT account
– This is the total of 15 GL of water in the IVT account that was not delivered in the previous year PLUS 37 GL
for the Snowy contribution.
• 100 GL of quarantine (in addition to the 37 GL of Snowy contribution) is set aside to ensure the legacy water
commitments can be delivered.
• 98 GL of net trade occurs early in the season, before the IVT account balance reaches the annual cap of 250 GL
and trade is stopped.
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• 25 GL of additional tagged water use occurs in early spring.
– This volume is based on historic trends, but any volume of additional tagged water use can occur between 1
July to 30 November.
• 10 GL of water is delivered downstream from the IVT account, meeting some of the additional tagged water use
that has occurred.
– No additional net trade opportunity arises from this because the annual cap has already been reached.

In spring
• Seasonal determinations increase, and more water is added to the IVT account from allocations to legacy
entitlements.
• 35 GL of additional tagged water use occurs in early spring.
– This volume is based on historic trends, but any volume of additional tagged water use can occur between 1
July to 30 November.
• 30 GL of water is delivered downstream from the IVT account, meeting some of the additional tagged water use
that has occurred

In summer
• Seasonal determinations increase, and more water is added to the IVT account from allocations to legacy
entitlements.
• From 1 December, no further additional tagged water use can occur, and any tagged use can only occur when
there is an opportunity under the annual cap.
• 250 GL of IVT deliveries are made from Dec to April under the 50 GL/month operational regime
Quarantine update
• On 15 December the seasonal outlook for the Goulburn system indicates that determinations of high reliability
water entitlements are predicted to only reach 70% under average inflow conditions
– The volume required to be set aside as part of the quarantine (in case allocations reach 100%) reduces by
30 GL.
• This allows for 30 GL of additional net trade to occur before the annual cap reaches 250 GL and trade is stopped

At the end of the season
• Total net trade opportunity – including additional tagged water use before 1 December - is 188 GL over the
season.
– Trade opportunities arise early in the season when trade opens, in spring through additional tagged water use,
and in December due to the quarantine mechanism.
• Because the annual cap component limits the amount that can be traded to what can be delivered, the IVT
balance is drawn down to 28 GL.

The following year
• The net trade opportunity for the following season is 175 GL because the opening IVT balance is higher,
reducing the amount that can be traded under the annual cap.
– With a starting IVT balance of 28 GL, trade opportunities in the second year are very similar to the example
year with 7 GL less trade opportunity due to the higher opening balance of the IVT account in the second year.
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Example 8
Trade Rule Seasonal Rule
Operational Regime 40 GL/month Dec to Apr

Figure 8: Worked example of the Seasonal Rule with an operational regime of 40 GL/month of IVT deliveries from Dec to April
(* Represents the outlook on 15 December for end of season allocations)

How it works
At 1 July
• There is 52 GL in the IVT account
– This is the total of 15 GL of water in the IVT account that was not delivered in the previous year PLUS 37 GL
for the Snowy contribution.
• 100 GL of quarantine (in addition to the 37 GL of Snowy contribution) is set aside to ensure the legacy water
commitments can be delivered.
• 48 GL of net trade occurs early in the season, before the IVT account balance reaches the annual cap of 200 GL
and trade is stopped.
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• 25 GL of additional tagged water use occurs in early spring.
– This volume is based on historic trends, but any volume of additional tagged water use can occur between 1
July to 30 November.
• 10 GL of water is delivered downstream from the IVT account, meeting some of the additional tagged water use
that has occurred.
– No additional net trade opportunity arises from this because the annual cap has already been reached.

In spring
• Seasonal determinations increase, and more water is added to the IVT account from allocations to legacy
entitlements.
• 35 GL of additional tagged water use occurs in early spring.
– This volume is based on historic trends, but any volume of additional tagged water use can occur between 1
July to 30 November.
• 30 GL of water is delivered downstream from the IVT account, meeting some of the additional tagged water use
that has occurred

In summer
• Seasonal determinations increase, and more water is added to the IVT account from allocations to legacy
entitlements.
• From 1 December, no further additional tagged water use can occur and any tagged use can only occur when
there is an opportunity under the annual cap.
• 200 GL of IVT deliveries are made from Dec to April under the 40 GL/month operational regime
Quarantine update
• On 15 December the seasonal outlook for the Goulburn system indicates that determinations of high reliability
water entitlements are predicted to only reach 70% under average inflow conditions
– The volume required to be set aside as part of the quarantine (in case allocations reach 100%) reduces by
30 GL.
• This allows for 30 GL of additional net trade to occur before the annual cap reaches 200 GL and trade is stopped

At the end of the season
• Total net trade opportunity – including additional tagged water use before 1 December - is 138 GL over the
season.
– Trade opportunities arise early in the season when trade opens, in spring through additional tagged water use,
and in December due to the quarantine mechanism.
• Because the annual cap component limits the amount that can be traded to what can be delivered, the IVT
balance is drawn down to 28 GL.

The following year
• The net trade opportunity for the following season is 125 GL because the opening IVT balance is higher,
reducing the amount that can be traded under the annual cap.
– With a starting IVT balance of 28 GL, trade opportunities in the second year are very similar to the example
year with 7 GL less trade opportunity due to the higher opening balance of the IVT account in the second year.
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Comparing the rules
Table 1 and Table 2 compile the annual values for net trade opportunity for the examples, and when it becomes
available to allow a comparison of the options at a high level.
The values in these tables reflect how the different trade rule options work through the worked examples above.
These examples use the set of assumptions described on Page 2 of this document, including seasonal
determinations reflecting 2019-20 conditions (as of March 2020).
The following section outlines how key seasonal factors are likely to affect the timing and value of trade opportunity
under the different trade rule options.
Table 3 shows the historic volume of net Goulburn to Murray trade each year from 2012-13 to the current season
and the months in which trade opportunities have been available in those years.

Table 1: Comparison of the trade rule options under the 50 ML/month operating regime from Dec to April

Current

Annual limit

Dynamic limit

Seasonal rule

360 GL

173 GL

168 GL

188 GL

175 GL

173 GL

175 GL

July, Nov Dec,
Jan, Feb,
Mar, April

July,
Dec

July, Oct,
Nov, Dec

Jan, Feb,
Mar, April

July,
Dec

July, Oct,
Nov, Dec

Total trade opportunity
(Year 1)
Total trade opportunity
175 GL

(Year 2)
Month of trade
opportunity
(Year 1)
Month of trade
opportunity
(Year 2)
IVT balance

15 GL → 200 GL

15 GL → 13 GL

15 GL → 8 GL

200 GL → 200 GL

13 GL → 11 GL

8 GL → 8 GL

July, Dec
(+spring tagged use)

July, Dec
(+spring tagged
use)

15 GL → 28 GL

(Year 1)
IVT balance

28GL → 28 GL

(Year 2)
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Table 2: Comparison of the trade rule options under the 40 ML/month operating regime from Dec to April

Current

Annual limit

Dynamic limit

Seasonal rule

310 GL

123 GL

118 GL

138 GL

125 GL

123 GL

125 GL

July, Nov, Dec,
Jan, Feb,
Mar, April

July,
Dec

July, Oct,
Nov, Dec

Jan, Feb,
Mar, April

July,
Dec

July, Oct,
Nov, Dec

Total trade opportunity
(Year 1)
Total trade opportunity
125 GL

(Year 2)
Month of trade
opportunity
(Year 1)
Month of trade
opportunity
(Year 2)
IVT balance

15 GL → 200 GL

15 GL → 13 GL

15 GL → 8 GL

200 GL → 200 GL

13 GL → 11 GL

8 GL → 8 GL

July, Dec
(+ spring tagged use)

July, Dec
(+spring tagged
use)

15 GL → 28 GL

(Year 1)
IVT balance

28 GL → 28 GL

(Year 2)

Table 3: Historic net annual Goulburn to Murray trade

Year

Net Annual Trade from
Goulburn to Murray

Month of trade opportunity

2012-13

-1 GL (net back-trade)

All months

2013-14

-15 GL (net back-trade)

Jul, Aug, Sep, Nov, Dec, Jan, Feb, Mar, Apr, May, Jun

2014-15

79 GL

Jul, Nov, Dec, Jan, Feb, Mar, Apr, May, Jun

2015-16

-10 GL (net back-trade)

All months

2016-17

72 GL

Jul, Aug, Sep, Jan, Feb, Mar, Apr, May, Jun

2017-18

250 GL

Jul, Mar, Apr, May, Jun, Jul

2018-19

228 GL

Oct, Nov, Dec, Jan, Feb, Mar, Apr, May, Jun

2019-20 (to 30 March
2020)

194 GL

Jul, Jan, Feb, Mar
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Key seasonal factors that are likely to change trade
opportunity
Changes in seasonal conditions, river operations and water market behaviour may also change trade opportunities
beyond the examples provided above. This section outlines what the other key factors are that will influence trade
opportunities in the future.
Seasonal determinations for Goulburn high-reliability water shares
•

In the examples, seasonal determinations for the 2019-20 irrigation season are used (78% for HRWS).
o If seasonal determinations were higher, there would be less trade opportunity than the examples as
more of the ‘quarantine’ would need to be used,
▪ e.g. if seasonal determinations were 100% or were projected to reach 100% at the 15
December outlook, there would be 30 GL less net trade opportunity than in the examples.
o If seasonal determinations were lower, there would be more trade opportunity than the examples as
less of the ‘quarantine’ would need to be used.
Contribution of Snowy legacy component to opening IVT balance
•

In the examples, the 2019-20 Snowy legacy contribution to the Goulburn IVT balance has been used (37 GL).
The Snowy legacy contribution can be 40 GL (when high reliability water shares receive 100% seasonal
determinations in the previous year).
o If the Snowy contribution received 100% seasonal determinations against high reliability water shares
by January in the previous year, then there would be 3 GL less trade opportunity than the examples.
o If the Snowy contribution is lower (following a dry year like 2019-20), there would be more trade
opportunity than the examples.
Opening IVT balance due to water undelivered in previous years
•

In the examples, the opening IVT balance due to water undelivered from the IVT account in previous years is
assumed to be 15 GL.
o If the opening IVT balance is higher than 15 GL, trade under those rules with an IVT limit (current rule
and dynamic rule) would be more restricted early in the season,
o If the opening IVT balance is lower than 15 GL, trade under those rules with an IVT limit would be less
restricted early in the season.

•

For the Annual Cap rule there would be less opportunity during the season to deliver this additional water
under some seasonal conditions, which could increase delivery risks for the Murray system.
Spring IVT deliveries
•

In the examples, spring IVT deliveries of 40 GL are assumed based on a recent average. In recent years,
spring IVT deliveries have usually been higher or lower than 40 GL.
o Under the rules that have an IVT limit (Current Rule and Dynamic Rule), there will be less trade
opportunity if spring deliveries are lower than in the examples.
▪ e.g. 0 GL of water from the IVT account was delivered in spring 2012-13, 2016-17 and 201718.
o Under those rules there will be more trade opportunity if spring deliveries are higher than in the
examples
▪ e.g. 88 GL of water from the IVT account was delivered in spring 2014-15, and 141 GL was
delivered in spring 2018-19.

•

For the Annual Cap and Seasonal Rule, spring IVT deliveries do not directly change the trade opportunity each
year.
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Have your say
Different rules will appeal to different people, based on whether they currently use allocation trade from the
Goulburn to the Murray to support their business as a buyer or seller of water, and the value they place on simple
and predictable water trade rules versus rules that are more responsive to seasonal conditions but may be more
complex to understand.
This consultation provides the chance for you to have your say on the type of trade rule that works best for your
business.
Under each of the trade rule options, an operational regime for the lower Goulburn River will ensure that delivering
traded water does not cause damage to the environment of the river.

How to provide feedback
The Victorian Government invites the community and interest groups to provide feedback on the Goulburn to
Murray Trade Consultation Paper and the options that are further explored in this technical attachment.
Anyone can make a submission by midnight 15 May 2020 by visiting the Engage Victoria website (link below).
In addition, the Department of Environment, Land, Water and Planning will run community information sessions.
Due to the serious risk to public health posed by coronavirus (COVID-19), these sessions will be held through
online tools.
Information about how to participate in community information sessions will be uploaded to the Engage Victoria
website:
https://engage.vic.gov.au/goulburn-murray-trade-rule-review
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